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Let’s attack the root of the problem:
 Learn to recognize the local and broader patterns
and tenants of Agenda 21. This way you can fight
back with insight, starting where the attack all
around you is happening and where you can win – at
the local level.
The Globalist invasion is happening right under our
noses. Every county in America has its local Agenda
21 implementation underway.
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Let’s examine aspects of the ‘Local Action’ Plan:

ICLEI
This is the most vulnerable globalist organization
operating in America today.

Presented by FreedomAdvocates.org
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The full name is “The International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives.” It is also called “Local
Governments for Sustainability.”
ICLEI is an important NGO that:
 Closely ties policy to man-made Global Warming and
climate change.
 Has formed an international Congress filled with city
and county representatives. This Congress acts as a
shadow World Government.
 Directs Community Development and other local
agencies and provides statutory and regulatory
provisions that implement Sustainable policy locally.
Local tax funds pay the contract fee. Agenda 21 policymaking is fully invaded upon ICLEI’s arrival. At least 600
cities, including Bloomberg led New York City, from all
across the nation, have ICLEI contracts. Local
governments have been hijacked by world government
agents.
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Each ICLEI city’s influence is expanded as ICLEI then
automatically steers Regional Air and Water Boards, and
many other “regional” transformational governance
apparatus such as the Puget Sound Regional Council.

ICLEI HUBS

Presented by FreedomAdvocates.org
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Article 1 Section 10 makes the following prohibition: “No
state shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance or
Confederation” with a foreign political entity. Neither
may a city. Ask: Is it treasonous for city leaders to
contract with ICLEI, an International NGO and U.N.
related organization? Is it treasonous at least in spirit?
Yes! ICLEI contracts are treasonous.
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Washington State Members
Bainbridge Island
Bellevue
Bellingham
Bothell
Burien
Clallam County
Coupeville
Edmonds
Everett
Ferndale
Issaquah

Jefferson County
King County
Kirkland
Lake Forest Park
Lynnwood
Mercer Island
Oak Harbor
Olympia
Pierce County
Port Townsend
SeaTac

Sequim
Seattle
Shoreline
Snohomish County
Spokane
Tacoma
Tukwila
Tumwater
Vancouver
Washougal
Whatcom County

http://www.icleiusa.org/about-iclei/members/list-of-members-page-3-

Contracts with ICLEI guarantee implementation of
international political and economic policy at the local
level. Drive city alliances with ICLEI out of the
communities surrounding you. A list of contracted ICLEI
cities can be picked up at the Freedom Advocates table.
Where’s the Sheriff? It is time for good Sheriffs to take
action! Ridding towns of ICLEI is more important to the
future of America than was the Sheriff’s role in ridding
the west of rustlers and train robbers! If Sheriffs are
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America’s last hope, we need Sheriffs to start Kicking
ICLEI Out of communities.
City attorneys and County Counsel’s offices also have a
role to play. Their duty is as a fiduciary to you. Failure to
protect you from ICLEI breaches their fiduciary duty and
makes them liable to citizens.
So much of the Agenda 21 invasion at the local level
relies on the man-made global warming fraud. But the
unraveling of this masquerade has not yet hit the local
scene. ICLEI is particularly vulnerable because of public
awareness of the warming fraud. For several reasons
citizens need to react to ICLEI soon! Now is the time.
Residents in Spokane, Washington and various cities in
the Colorado plains are taking on their city’s contact and
contract with ICLEI as other localized rebellions brew.
You can do this too. We are following the Kick ICLEI Out!
campaign at FreedomAdvocates.org.
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I am going to sample the Puget Sound and pull examples
of Agenda 21 Sustainable Development as it routinely
pops up on the local scene. Most hometown participants
think they are doing something unique, others think they
are doing something for mankind – well they are. They
are putting mankind on the verge of serfdom.
You can recognize globalism operating at the local level
by recognizing the themes and programs presented by
the local Action network and understanding them in the
context of Agenda 21.

CITIZENS FOR A HEALTHY BAY
Report Water Pollution Anonymously
Water Pollution Hotline: 253-383-2429 / 253-255-3895 (cell)
917 Pacific Avenue, Suite 100 • Tacoma, WA 98402 • Ph: 253-383-2429 • FAX: 253-383-2246 •
email: chb@healthybay.org

Businesses for an Environmentally Sustainable Tacoma (BEST)
Are you one of Tacoma’s BEST Businesses?
For a business to be competitive in this economy, companies must find how to increase profits while being a good corporate citizen at the same
time. They need to learn how to keep investors, customers, employees and community members happy all while watching the bottom line.
Citizens for a Healthy Bay has a new program that will help local businesses do just that, and best of all, it’s free. The Businesses for an
Environmentally Sustainable Tacoma (BEST) program provides Tacoma businesses with free assistance to help them increase their profitability
while lessening their environmental impact. It can help local companies learn about cost-saving, sustainable business practices such as:

Energy conservation
Water conservation
Recycling and waste reduction
Storm water pollution prevention
Carbon footprint analysis
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
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“Businesses for an Environmentally Sustainable Tacoma”
is a standard localized business recruitment center
designed to discover suitable public private partners –
people who will simply do what they are told in order to
compete for insider advantage. Many participants will
not make the final cut as further downward shifts in the
economy take place. Others will be used for mutual
benefit until the process of further economic
centralization results in their being thrown under the
Sustainable bus. Fascism works for very few people.
Green is a pacifying lure.
The pictures are so nice, the simple expression of the
words so innocent sounding… Beware.
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The Environment is Our Business
Since 1996. As a non-profit trade association, NEBC represents
the interests of its members, while promoting the health of
the industry and the environment as a whole. Formed as a
regional organization in 1996, NEBC is the recognized voice of
the industry - advocating for science-based regulation,
supportive policies and tax structures, the dissemination of
knowledge, and the adoption of best practices.

NEBC is the Hub

All Sectors. Growing beyond its roots in environmental
protection and remediation, NEBC's members now also work
in energy and efficiency, waste and recycling, water supply,
wastewater treatment, land use, design and construction,
"green" chemistry and manufacturing, greenhouse gas
management, and related fields. This collection of sectors now
falls under the umbrella of "sustainability" or "clean
technologies," but NEBC members were there from the
beginning.

NEBC’s uniqueness and strength lies in its breadth. As
a cross-sector, cross-discipline, organization NEBC
fosters transfer of knowledge and learning, builds
synergies among members, and expands business
opportunities.
NEBC also brings together diverse parties and fosters
complex, multi-discipline conversations that address
emerging industry issues. In an era of blurred
boundaries and the need for cross-sector solutions,
NEBC members provide the answers.

All Disciplines. Members cover an ever-widening spectrum,
including engineers, consultants, contractors, scientists,
lawyers, product and technology providers, insurers, project
developers, financers, architects, business support
professionals, plus a host of other disciplines and organizations
supportive of NEBC's goals.

http:// www.nebc.org/Content.aspx?PageId=6

The Northwest Environmental Business Council is another
public private partnership. This time we are talking about
professional associations across a five state “Region”.
The NEBC is, of course, dedicated to Sustainable
Development policy implementation while it looks for its
‘Schindler’ fellows.
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Our City / Sustainability
Services / Public Works / Global Warming

Main / Green Ribbon Task Force Meetings / Task Force Recommendations / Kyoto Protocol / Contacts

Sustainable Tacoma Main / What you can do - Individuals / What you can do - Businesses /
What Tacoma is doing / Calendar
Sustainability Partners
The City of Tacoma contributes to responsible stewardship of taxpayer resources by
working together with local businesses, organizations, nonprofits, and government
entities.
Government-related Partners
Tacoma-Pierce County Health Department
Seattle's Office of Sustainability and Environment
Pierce County Office of Sustainability
Department of Ecology
Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
King County Climate Change
EPA Energy Star Program
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/Page.aspx?hid=14693

This is a government – NGO partnership for Sustainability
centered here in Tacoma. Tacoma is as knee deep in
Globalist policy as is Spokane.
Local government’s elected officials combine with
unelected Regional “Councils,” state and federal agencies
and global NGOs. This is accomplished through the
Tacoma city government program Sustainable Tacoma.
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This Sustainable Tacoma Commission smacks of ICLEI
direction. Today the ICLEI banner relates to global
warming. Global Warming is close to dead in D.C. When
Puget Sound residents catch on to the climate fraud you
can expect ICLEI to change its globalist focus from global
warming to biodiversity matters. Then land use – the use
of private property, will then be under increased,
massive attack.
This is the time to cleanse the community of ICLEI!

•
•

•
•

Downtown: On The Go!
Downtown: On the Go! is an active partnership between 23 downtown
businesses and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber, the City of Tacoma, and
Pierce Transit. Leveraging their resources and relationships, these organizations
work together with employers, commuters, and anyone whose daily life is
downtown to promote and advocate for transportation choices and integrated
land use systems in Tacoma's downtown.
VISION
Downtown: On the Go! envisions a vibrant, integrated downtown Tacoma – where
daily life is enhanced by connecting people, green spaces, arts & culture, and
jobs. Interdependent land use policies and transportation options reinforce an
active, compact urban core that is connected locally and regionally, promoting a
focus on the movement and interactions of people rather than cars.

http://www.tacomabia.org/Services/TacomaTransportaion

“The American Transformation in Action”
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An example of another public private partnership. This
one focuses on the transportation element of Smart
Growth policy. This time the assault is lead by the local
Chamber of Commerce. Did you know that the American
Chamber of Commerce is a U.N. accredited NGO and that
accreditation is for purposes of implementing
Sustainable policy? Some Chambers are effective at this,
others are not.

The focus of the Education for Environment and Sustainability program
is to support academic success and life-long learning,
and to develop a responsible citizenry capable
of applying knowledge of ecological, economic,
and socio-cultural systems to meet current and future needs.
Environmental education is a mandatory area of study in
Washington, required by 392-410-115: Instruction about
conservation, natural resources, and the environment shall
be provided at all grade levels in an interdisciplinary manner
through science, the social studies, the humanities,
and other appropriate areas...
Learning Standards
The state's K-12 Integrated Environmental and
Sustainability Learning Standards describe what students
should know and be able to do at each grade level.
Sustainable Design Project
Sustainable Design is a statewide interdisciplinary project
bringing industry, business, community, and higher education
partners together with K-12 students to design sustainable
solutions to real world challenges.

The youth are being prepped for Global Citizenship and
the effort is working. In polling we learned that last year
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a majority of 2009 high school and College grads identify
themselves as “global citizens” not as Americans.
Sustainability is being jammed down every youngster’s
throat. The American future is at risk.

Vol. 4, No. 1
6/17/2008 Issue

Green Building Program comes to Tacoma

The Greening of Tacoma Community College
Sustainability Guides Innovation at TCC

Tacoma Community College will partner
with the National Sustainable Building Advisor Program
(NaSBAP) this fall to offer the first
Green Building Program in Pierce County,
and the sixth program of its kind in the State of Washington.
This nine-month certificate program is
designed for working professionals
planning to apply sustainable building design,
development and construction concepts to their own projects.
The program begins Sept. 22, 2008 on TCC's Tacoma Campus.
Ines.tacomaacc.edu/…/advantageimages/139.jpg

The Sustainable Order is everywhere! I see this as a
typical program of centralized control that works to
contribute to the destruction of the dollar. And this is
becoming standard training for young people.
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Puget Sound Regional Council is Regionalism gone wild.
Regionalism is designed to destroy political boundaries.
And thus Regionalism destroys the Republic. Regionalism
is the system of governance used in Communist and
Fascist political systems.
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The following listing incorporates those elected officials
who give their support to Vision 2040. These Regionalists
need to be voted out of office.
University Place, Other Cities in
Pierce County
Commissioner Josh Brown, Kitsap
County
Councilmember Shawn Bunney,
Pierce County
Councilmember Mary-Alyce Burleigh,
City of Kirkland, Other Cities in King
County
Mayor Suzette Cooke, City of Kent
Councilmember Jan Drago, City of
Seattle
Councilmember Ron Hansen, City of
Shoreline, Other Cities in King County
Paula Hammond, Secretary of
Transportation, Wasington State
Department of Transportation
Councilmember Bruce Harrell, City of
Seattle
Councilmember Linda Kochmar, City
of Federal Way
Mayor Darlene Kordonowy, City of
Bainbridge Island, Other Cities in
Kitsap County
Executive John Ladenburg, Pierce
County
Mayor Denis Law, City of Renton
Councilmember Mike Lonergan, City
of Tacoma

Funding for this report provided in
part by member jurisdictions, grants
from the U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Transit
Administration, Federal Highway
Administration and Washington
State Department of Transportation.

No wonder the federal government is bankrupt… Vision
World Government.
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Regionalism practiced by Vision 2040 has birthed and
administered the Growth Management policies, and the
Environmental, Economic and Transportation strategy for
the Puget Sound area. There is no more prototypical
Agenda 21 soviet council in all of America. The scary part
is that organizations like the Puget Sound Regional
Council exist all over the place.
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Resolution A-08-04
A RESOLUTION of the Puget Sound Regional Council Adopting VISION 2040
WHEREAS, the Puget Sound Regional Council is designated by the governor of the State of Washington….

WHEREAS, the Interlocal Agreement signed by all the Regional Council members establishes the
Council as a forum for collaborative work on regional growth management and transportation planning
and other issues requiring regional coordination and cooperation, including maintaining the adopted
regional growth strategy that addresses regional issues including transportation, open space, air and
water quality, economic development, and regional facilities, as well as producing the regional
transportation plan; and

This Regional policy making makes it easy for globalist
forces to attack and squeeze the principles of private
property. Land owners around the Sound ought to know
that.

WHEREAS, consistent with federal and state mandates, the regional VISION is being updated to reflect and
incorporate planning work in the region completed under the Growth Management Act, to comply with the
metropolitan transportation planning requirements of SAFETEA-LU, to refine the multicounty planning policies
address important common issues and areas of regional agreement affecting growth management, the
environment, the economy, and transportation, to establish new implementing actions to continue progress in
achieving the regional VISION, and to establish monitoring efforts to evaluate the extent to which the regional
VISION is being achieved; and

Resolution A-08-04
A RESOLUTION of the Puget Sound Regional Council Adopting VISION 2040

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Regional
Council General Assembly adopts VISION 2040 as the growth
management, environmental, economic, and transportation vision
for the central Puget Sound region, meeting state Growth
Management Act requirements, and in so doing reaffirms its
commitment to an integrated regional approach to growth
management, the environment, the economy, and transportation.

Regionalism in Action Now!
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Puget Sound Regional Council VISION 2040

Our vision for the future advances the ideals of our people, our prosperity,
and our planet. As we work toward achieving the region’s vision, we must
protect the environment, support and create vibrant, livable, and healthy
communities, offer economic opportunities for all, provide safe and efficient
mobility, and use our resources wisely and efficiently. Land use, economic,
and transportation decisions will be integrated in a manner that supports a
healthy environment, addresses global climate change, achieves social
equity, and is attentive to the needs of future generations.

The Nanny State now has muscle!

The elected government also contributes mightily to the
takedown of America. This occurs through the creation of
federal and state agencies that play a big role in
advancing the globalist agenda. Part of that Agenda is the
step by step process of abolishing private property. A
great example of this is the State of Washington’s
Department of Ecology.
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What is
Sustainability?
These web pages on sustainability are designed to provide the necessary framework for understanding
sustainability. Their purpose is to help individuals, businesses, and government learn how to turn the concepts of
sustainability into action.
In 1987 the World Commission on Environment and Development, known as "the Brundtland Commission”,
issued the "Our Common Future" report and defined sustainability as "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."
The "Our Common Future" report called for a new charter to guide the transition to sustainable development.
The resulting Earth Charter, finalized in 2000, earned global consensus. Today, it is used internationally as a
reference document in peace negotiations, government processes, community development, and as an
educational framework.
According to the Earth Charter, we must work together to create a global society founded on respect for nature,
universal human rights, economic justice, and a culture of peace. Toward this end, it is imperative that we, the
peoples of Earth, declare our responsibility to one another, to the greater community of life, and to future
generations.
The three pillars of sustainability include the environment, social equity, and the economy. A strong resilient
economy depends upon a vibrant and equitable society which in turn relies on a vigorous flourishing
environment. The balance of the three pillars leads to prosperity and peace for future generations.
The stacked model represents one view of the sustainability framework. It attempts to demonstrate that a healthy
environment provides the foundation for life. The economy is placed in the center to illustrate its key role in
creating and maintaining an equitable society and a healthy environment: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/economy.html

I think Washingtonians have been captured by the
Department of Ecology.
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Welcome

Environmental Permit Handbook is a website developed
by the Department of Ecology that contains information
about local, state and federal environmental permits,
approvals, or licenses for Washington State in a
handbook like format.

The Environmental Permit Handbook
Provides in-depth information about environmental permits, approvals and licenses.
Explains the "why" and "when" of each permit.
Has links to state and federal statutes authorizing each permit.
Copyright © Washington State Department of Ecology. All Rights
Reserved.

Adolph Hitler was an early green. His commitment to
forest protection was fulfilled as he implemented his
resource monitoring system. It was… well, pure fascism.
Today we call the same thing in America ‘public private
partnership’! You too can be a partner – just accept the
concept of voluntary compliance.
“Get your Permit!” (or else… says the Fuhrer)
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Climate Change Contents

Washington State and Local Government Response to Climate Change
Governor Gregoire and the Legislature have taken a number of actions between 2005 and
2009 to address climate change. These laws and executive orders are
summarized in Facing the Challenge of Climate Change: Five Years of Action. ( 142 KB)

ICLEI, Local Governments for Sustainability, plays a key role in assisting
cities and counties in the U.S. and other countries to address climate
change. Many Washington jurisdictions have signed the the Mayors
Climate Protection Agreement of the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
Seattle, King County, Bellingham, and Olympia are among the
Washington jurisdictions that have taken a leadership role in
addressing climate change.
Washington State and Regional Governments
Washington Cities and Counties

http://www.mrsc.org/Subjects/Environment/climatechange.aspx

Agenda 21 people are organized even as their active
drones don’t know what they are organized around.
Agenda 21 shows itself everywhere you look.

Do you think our politicians and bureaucrats are serving
us?
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